Chapter 20
Revelation 20:1 And I saw an ANGEL {this angel
represents the vision of the risen Abaddon/the Rock}
COME DOWN {as an overflowing and spreading lake of
fire} from HEAVEN {being the top of the swelled to
heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire}, HAVING
THE KEY {the key/great earthquake that opened the
super volcano when it erupted smoke and ash} of the
BOTTOMLESS PIT {super volcano} and a GREAT
CHAIN {the great chain represents a river of lava
descending from the swelled to heaven super volcano, full
of a lake of fire} in his HAND.
The Apostle John saw an angel come down from heaven
having the key to the bottomless pit and a huge chain in
his hand. This angel represents the vision of the risen
Abaddon/the Rock descending as a river (chain) of lava
from the top of the swelled to heaven super volcano, full
of a lake of fire. This wide river of lava is as a chain in
Abaddon's/the Rock's hand.
The key that the angel has represents the great earthquake,
that had already opened the bottomless pit when the super
volcano exploded and began erupting smoke and ash. In
Revelation 20:1 Abaddon/the Rock has the key (that he
was given in Rev. 9:1) because that event of the great
earthquake (key) will have already happened when

Abaddon descends from heaven with a great chain in his
hand.
*******
Revelation 20:2 And HE {risen Abaddon/the Rock
descends as an immense river of fire/lava from the high
super volcano's 40-mile wide mouth, full of an
overflowing lake of fire} laid HOLD {hence the
extremely wide river of flowing lava takes hold of the
nations} on the DRAGON {being the seven-headed latter
day Babylonian beast/kingdom in spiritual Canaan}, that
OLD SERPENT {deceiver/beguiler}, which is the
DEVIL {tempter}, and SATAN {adversary}, and
BOUND HIM {hence the kingdom of latter day Babylon
has ends by being covered in a lake of fire until the
visions and oracles written on the one like the son of man
replays again the last generation} a THOUSAND YEARS
{being the initial 1,000 years of the judgment that are
being replayed over, and over, and over by written visions
and oracles of the one like the son of man}
The verse in Revelation 20:2 is revealing the end of the
seven-headed ten-horned latter day beast (kingdom) of
Babylon, which ended by being covered in a lake of fire
(lava). However, it states in Revelation 20:2 that the latter
day dragon (beast/kingdom) is bound by chains of flowing
fire (lava) for 1,000 years. The reason is that during the
initial 1,000 years of the judgment, each scroll (except the

last scroll/scroll of life) was opened to reveal what
happened in each generation from Genesis to the
beginning of the last generation. After the 1,000 years, the
last scroll (scroll of life) replays what happened in the last
generation, being the time the latter day dragon
(beast/kingdom) was living before he ended up in the lake
of fire.
Babylon's kingdom will be, as it were, imprisoned for
1,000 years in a bottomless pit that overflowed and
covered the world in a lake of fire. Before that happens,
the USA is the mouth- piece of the latter day Babylonian
dragon (kingdom/union of nations), that deceives (as a
serpent) with the USA's ideals that the USA and dragon
envision for the world's future, tempts (as a great devil)
nations and peoples to accept its way of thinking for the
world's future, and becomes an adversary (Satan) that
speaks of harsh economic sanctions and/or military
intervention against any nation that rejects the ideals
(mark of the beast).
*******
Revelation 20:3 And cast HIM {latter day Babylonian
dragon/beast/kingdom} into the BOTTOMLESS PIT {the
bottomless pit that rose as a lake of lava to cover the
world}, and shut him up, and set a {temporary} SEAL
{first of seven seals around the seven sealed scroll of life}
upon HIM {beast/kingdom of latter day Babylon}, that

HE {latter day Babylonian dragon that enforces the USA's
ideals on rogue nations} should DECEIVE {with the
false prophet/USA} the nations no more, TILL the
THOUSAND YEARS {being the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment} should be fulfilled: and AFTER THAT {when
the first seal of the scroll of life is removed by the Lamb
in heaven} he must be LOOSED {loosed after 1,000
years when the last generation is replayed during the
judgment when the first seal around the rolled-up sevensealed scroll of life/last scroll is removed to reveal the
visions and oracles written beneath the first seal} a
LITTLE SEASON.
The latter day Babylonian dragon's kingdom and the
world ends when the world is covered in a lake of fire.
Accordingly, the nations and peoples of the latter day
dragon are no longer living to be playing a part in life. At
that time, a seal is set until the seal is removed. When the
first seal around the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life
begins to be unsealed during the judgment at the end of
the 1,000 years, the visions and oracles written on the
scroll of life's first side will begin to replay the time when
the latter day messenger (living in the last generation)
begins to reveal his new message from beneath the first
seal. At that time of the opening of the scroll of life's first
seal by the Lamb during the judgment, the replay of the
last generation begins, which causes the latter day dragon
to be loosed from the bottomless pit that covered the

world in a lake of fire. Therefore when the visions and
oracles written beneath the first seal of the scroll of life
begin being revealed by the Lamb during the judgment on
the sea of glass in heaven, then the replay of the last
generation begins from the time the dragon
(kingdom/union of nations) of latter day Babylon was in
spiritual Goshen ruling during its first of three reigning
periods.
*******
Revelation 20:4 And I saw THRONES {after the world
was covered by a lake of fire, the judgment began in
heaven when the 24 elders sat on thrones, that are on the
sea of glass in heaven}, and THEY {24 elders that
represent the 144,000} that sat upon them, and
JUDGMENT {the judgment began after the world was
covered in a lake of fire} was given unto them: and I saw
{on the sea of glass} the SOULS {ghosts/spirits} OF
THEM {apostles of every generation that were martyred
in the last generation for proclaiming the everlasting
gospel to all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people} that
were BEHEADED {martyred for causing division in the
nations by continuing to prophesy of the everlasting
gospel when the super volcano exploded and began
erupting smoke and ash} for the WITNESS OF {latter
day new} JESUS, and for the WORD {written visions
and oracles} OF GOD {one like the son of man/two
witnesses}, and which had not WORSHIPED the

BEAST {kingdom of latter day Babylon/confusion},
neither his IMAGE {third reigning period of the latter
day Babylonian beast}, neither had received his MARK
{wine/ideals that the USA envisioned for the world's
future} upon their FOREHEADS {minds}, or in their
HANDS {receiving/accepting the spiritual wine cup full
of ideals}; and THEY lived and REIGNED {reigned over
the lava covered kingdom of latter day Babylon} with
CHRIST {Lamb/God's son who represents the visions and
oracles written on the first small part of the seventh part of
the scroll of life's other side} a THOUSAND YEARS
{being the initial 1,000 years of the judgment when the
books/scrolls were revealed before the last book/scroll of
life began to be revealed after the 1,000 years}.
The second group (144,000) of redeemed that entered the
ensign of new Jerusalem are represented by the 24 elders.
After the world was covered in a lake of fire, these elders
are the ones that sat on thrones (see Revelation 4:4) when
the judgment began. At that time, all the redeemed that
had entered new Jerusalem's ensign are reigning over the
lava covered kingdom of latter day Babylon. Among the
redeemed that entered the ensign of new Jerusalem is the
first group (apostles/priests) of redeemed. These people
did not worship the ideals that the beast (being the union
of nations in the last generation) envisioned for the world's
future when it reigned during its second reigning period in
spiritual Canaan. Neither did these priests worship the

ideals that the beast's image (being the same union of
nations in the last generation) envisioned for the world's
future when it reigned during its third reigning period,
which ended at the end of the sign of Jonah. This also
applies to all the apostles of every generation that
followed a living prophet, just as in the last generation
there are apostles that followed the latter day living
prophet's message when the beast of latter day Babylon
was ruling in spiritual Canaan during its second of three
reigning periods. The same faithful apostles will continue
following the latter day living prophet's message when the
image of the latter day Babylonian beast is ruling during
its third reigning period in spiritual Canaan. Other latter
day people that begin following the message of the latter
day living prophet during the time when the image of the
beast is reigning during its third period (when the two
witnesses are prophesying for 1260 days) will be of the
second group (144,000 elders that sit on thrones during
the judgment) of redeemed.
The apostles of all generations that were martyred or died
while witnessing of a living messenger will resurrect with
the disciples of all generations at the end of the sign of
Jonah. Then all the apostles (first group/12,000 of
redeemed) and all disciples (second group/144,000 of
redeemed) will be living in the last generation to learn a
new song (everlasting gospel) during the 50 days of new
Pentecost. At the beginning of the 50th evening of new

Pentecost, the people that are of the first group of
redeemed and second group of redeemed will receive the
power of the Holy Spirit (one like the son of man), as they
begin to proclaim the everlasting gospel to all nations,
kindreds, tongues, and people. From that time, they will
be witnesses to latter day new Yahshua and to the written
word of God (one like the son of man).
The apostles are the ones that did not worship the ways
and beliefs (mark) of the latter day Babylonian beast, that
reigned as the sixth kingdom, seventh kingdom and again
as the eighth kingdom. The eighth kingdom (union of
nations) in spiritual Canaan is the image (exact likeness)
of the seventh kingdom (union of nations) in spiritual
Canaan. When people accept the figurative wine cup full
of visions of what the latter day Babylonian kingdom
believes the world's future will be (rejecting the two
witnesses' written visions concerning the world's future),
they have accepted into their hand the mark (wine cup) of
the latter day reigning beast (kingdom). When people
drink of the figurative wine cup full of ideals concerning
the world's future, they then have the mark (way of
thinking) of confused visions (ideals) written on their
forehead (front of the mind).
The people of the three groups of redeemed will have
traded their former beliefs to buy true beliefs, concerning
this world's future, from the one like the son of man. The
latter day people of the first group (12,000 priests/barley

harvest) of redeemed had traded their old beliefs during
the first and second reigning periods of latter day
Babylon's reign. The latter day people of the second group
(144,00 elders/wheat harvest) of redeemed will have
traded their old beliefs during the third reigning period of
latter day Babylon's reign, which ends at the end of the
sign of Jonah. The latter day people of the third group
(great multitude/fruit harvest) of redeemed will have
traded their old beliefs to accept the everlasting gospel
before the ensign of new Jerusalem manifested. The
everlasting gospel will have been proclaimed to all nations
by all apostles (first group of redeemed) and all disciples
(second group of redeemed) that in the latter days are
witnessing of latter day new Yahshua and God (one like
the son of man). This happens from the 50th evening of
new Pentecost, when these apostles (priests) and disciples
(elders) prophesy to all nations of Abaddon/the Rock
(super volcano) rising from the bottomless pit to rule over
the world, which is how a great multitude of people of all
nations, kindreds, tongues, and people are converted to
believe the written visions and oracles of the one like the
son of man. Then when the super volcano explodes and
begins erupting smoke and ash (that lasts for five months),
most of the people proclaiming the everlasting gospel will
be martyred. Then the great multitude will become
messengers (angels), as they also begin proclaiming the
everlasting gospel when smoke and ash are erupting from
the super volcano in the USA. When new Jerusalem's

ensign is as an intense beacon of light radiating from
above and around the swelled to heaven super volcano
(full of a lake of fire), all martyrs that were killed while
proclaiming the everlasting gospel will resurrect to enter
into the ensign of new Jerusalem with all the living
redeemed. Thereafter the swelled to heaven super volcano
(full of a lake of fire) will explode with a massive
earthquake-causing eruption such as never happened, as
an immense river of lava begins to descend from the top
of the 40-mile wide mouth of the swelled to heaven super
volcano. The immense river of fire will separate into many
rivers of lava, which travel throughout the USA and
world. That ends by being covered in a lake of fire. From
the time the replay of the last generation reveals the world
being covered in a lake of fire, the first group of redeemed
(represented by the four beasts/priests before the throne)
and second group of redeemed (represented by the 24
elders before the throne), and great multitude of
messengers (angels) will have been within new Jerusalem
and reigning with latter day Yahshua for more than 1,000
years of the judgment. The judgment is happening in
heaven on the sea of glass, which is the top sheet of
hail/glass of the top of new Jerusalem's foundations.
*******
Revelation 20:5 But the REST of the DEAD {being the
the unsaved latter day nations that died in a lake of fire
that covered the world} lived NOT AGAIN UNTIL the

THOUSAND YEARS {being the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment} were FINISHED {because the last
scroll/scroll of life begins to be revealed when the 1,000
years are finished to replay the time when the nations
were living in the last generation}. This is the FIRST
RESURRECTION {the first resurrection for the people
that were killed for proclaiming the everlasting gospel to
all nations}.
The people that were killed for proclaiming the
everlasting gospel will have resurrected (referred to as the
first resurrection in Revelation 20:5) to enter the ensign of
new Jerusalem with all the redeemed. Thereafter, immense
rivers of lava spread throughout the world and became a
lake of lava that covered the world. All the nations that did
not accept the everlasting gospel to enter the ensign of
new Jerusalem will have died in the lake of fire, that
covered the world. From that time when the lake of fire
had covered the world, the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment had begun. During the judgment, the dead
nations are outside and around new Jerusalem to view the
opening of each scroll. Each scroll replays what happened
in each generation. When the rolled-up seven-sealed last
scroll (scroll of life) begins being unsealed (when its first
seal is removed) after the end of the initial 1,000 years,
then the scroll of life's visions and oracles written on its
first side begin to replay all things that happened from the
beginning of the last generation. Accordingly, after the

initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the dead nations in the
lake of fire will be living again because their former
existence in the last generation is being replayed
according to the visions and oracles written on the scroll
of life's first side.
*******
Revelation 20:6 BLESSED and HOLY is HE {the people
that were killed for proclaiming the everlasting gospel}
that hath PART in the FIRST RESURRECTION {in the
first timeline of all generations, this first resurrection
happened when Abaddon/the Rock had risen as a swelled
to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing}: on SUCH {latter day martyrs that
proclaimed the everlasting gospel} the SECOND DEATH
{which is a replay of the first death of the nations that
ended in a lake of fire that covered the world} hath NO
POWER {because the replay of the first timeline of all
generations, when the replay of the first resurrection and
the replay of the first death of the nations by a lake of fire
covers the world, the second death/replayed lake of fire
has no power over those that resurrected with the risen
Abaddon in the first timeline}, but THEY {of the first
group of redeemed that proclaimed the everlasting gospel
and were all martyred} shall be PRIESTS {of the
temple/high mountain of the super volcano, as represented
by the four beast before the throne of God on the sea of
glass} of God {one like the son of man/two witnesses/God

the father and God's son/bright star and morning star} and
of Christ {Lamb/God's son/last witness/morning
star/visions and oracles written on the first small part of
the seventh part of the scroll of life's other side}, and
shall REIGN {reign over the lava covered kingdom of
latter day Babylon when they are within new Jerusalem}
with HIM {the Lamb's visions and oracles} a
THOUSAND YEARS {these 1,000 years of the judgment
began after the world was covered in a lake of fire in the
first timeline}.
When the apostles were martyred, they then rested from
proclaiming the everlasting gospel to all nations. Though
they rose to life with the risen Abaddon/the Rock in this
first resurrection (mentioned in Revelation 20:6) of the
first timeline of all generations and entered the ensign of
new Jerusalem. When the elders (144,000) are martyred
for proclaiming the everlasting gospel or people of the
great multitude martyred for proclaiming the everlasting
gospel, they will rise to life every time they are killed to
continue proclaiming the everlasting gospel until the time
they enter the ensign of new Jerusalem. This is typified by
Paul (and others), who was killed often times for
proclaiming the gospel of old Yahshua (Jesus), which was
being proclaimed to all nations.
2 Corinthians 11:23 Are they ministers of Christ? (I speak
as a fool) I {Paul} am more; in labours more abundant, in
stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, IN

DEATHS OFT {oft/often/frequently, hence Paul was killed
many times and resurrected to life each time until he
finished from proclaiming the gospel at his final
martyrdom, whereas the Apostles were martyred one time
and rested from their labors of proclaiming Yahshua's
gospel}.
The martyred apostles are the blessed and holy priests
(represented by the four beasts in Revelation 4:6) standing
on the sea of glass close to God (one like the son of man)
above the high mountain (new Zion) of the super volcano,
just as the four priests of old were allowed to enter the
temple and stand close to God, as God (one like the son of
man) would dwell in the holy of hollies between the
Cherubim (two witnesses) on the Ark of the testament.
The resurrected martyrs (apostles) were the first to enter
within new Jerusalem to stand on new mount Zion
(swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire).
Then when the immense river of fire began flowing from
the swelled to heaven super volcano (full of a lake of lava)
and covered the world in a lake of fire, they reigned as
priests over latter day Babylon's lava-covered kingdom at
the beginning and during the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment.
Isaiah 26:19 Thy DEAD MEN {all apostles living in the latter
days that are martyred for proclaiming the everlasting gospel to
all nations} shall LIVE {resurrect}, together with MY
{Abaddon's/the Rock's/super volcano's} DEAD BODY {the dead

body of the super volcano before it erupts and begins rising to
heaven. The dormant/dead super volcano is the carcase, as quoted
in Luke 17:37; Matt.24:28} shall they ARISE {resurrect in the
first resurrection of Revelation 29:6}. Awake and sing, ye that
dwell in dust: for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth
shall cast out the dead.
26:20 Come, MY {Abaddon's/the Rock's} PEOPLE {that are
martyred in the latter days for proclaiming the everlasting
gospel}, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about
thee: hide thyself as it were for a little moment, until the
indignation be overpast.
20:21 For, behold, the LORD {one like the son of man equated
with the super volcano/the Rock named Abaddon/Destroyer}
COMETH OUT OF HIS PLACE {explodes from the bottomless
pit and begins rising to heaven while smoke and ash are erupting
for five months} to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their
iniquity: the earth also shall disclose her BLOOD {the blood of
the martyred saints that were killed for proclaiming the
everlasting gospel to all nations}, and shall no more cover her
slain.

Daniel 12:1 And at that time shall MICHAEL
{representing the written visions and oracles of God the
father/first witness/last small part of the seventh part of
the scroll of life's first side that is here revealing the time
when Abaddon/the Rock/super volcano/Michael rises up
to life as a lake of fire from the bottomless pit of death}
STAND UP {as a swelled to heaven super volcano full of a
lake of lava}, the great prince which standeth for the
CHILDREN {great multitude} of THY {latter day
messenger who is equated with old Daniel} PEOPLE

{first group and second group of redeemed}: and there
shall be a time of trouble {when all seven plagued angels
are being fulfilled}, such as never was since there was a
nation even to that same time: and at that time thy people
shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written in
THE BOOK {last scroll/scroll of life}.
After the initial 1,000 years ended and the last scroll's
(scroll of life's) first of seven seals was unsealed
(removed) from around one of its rolled-up parts, the
visions and oracles written beneath the first seal were
revealed to begin replaying the things that happened from
the beginning of the last generation. The written visions
and oracles written beneath the initial six seals replay the
things that happened during the first reigning period of
latter day Babylon and its wounded period. When the
rolled-up scroll of life's seventh seal was removed from its
outside (first side) and the scroll of life was unrolled to
reveal what is written on the seventh part of the unrolled
scroll of life's first side, the written visions and oracles
written on six angels with trumpets then replay the things
that happened during latter day Babylon's second reigning
period and it's wounded (divided) period. Then when six
of seven parts of the seventh angel with trumpet began
being revealed, the visions and oracles written on these
seven parts began to replay the things that happened
during latter day Babylon's third reigning period and its
wounded period. When the initial six plagued angels

began to be revealed, the visions and oracles written on
these six plagued angels replayed the things that happened
from the time the super volcano exploded and began
erupting smoke and ash, that erupt for five months. Then
when the seventh plagued angel began being revealed, the
visions and oracles written on the seventh plagued angel
began to replay all things that happened from the time the
ensign of new Jerusalem manifested through the
continuing judgment. Accordingly, the visions and oracles
written on the seventh plagued angel replayed the time
when new Jerusalem manifested around the swelled to
heaven super volcano (full of a lake of fire), replayed the
first resurrection for the martyred apostles that proclaimed
the everlasting gospel, replayed the time when all the
redeemed entered the ensign of new Jerusalem, replayed
the time when rivers of lava flowed through the world and
covered the world in a lake of fire, the replay of the new
heaven and new Earth, and the replay of what has
happened during the continuing judgment.
The replay of the first death (that happened in the first
timeline) of the nations in a lake of fire is referred to as
the second death, which is an exact replay of what
happened to the nations in the first death. Therefore, the
replay of the martyrs' first resurrection (that happened in
the first timeline so the resurrected martyrs could enter
new Jerusalem's ensign) is referred to as the second
resurrection, which is an exact replay of how the martyrs

resurrected in the first resurrection and entered the ensign
of new Jerusalem. Accordingly, the second death (being an
exact replay of the first death of the nations in a lake of
fire that covered the world) has no power over the
resurrected martyrs (apostles), that become priests of
God's temple when they enter new Jerusalem's ensign. In
the first timeline when the martyrs resurrected and entered
new Jerusalem's ensign and, thereafter, the world became
covered by a lake of fire (lava), then the resurrected
martyrs reigned with Christ (the visions and oracles of the
son of God/morning star/last witness) for one thousand
years. After the end of the 1,000 years, the lives they once
lived in the last generation began being replayed when the
rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life's first seal was
unsealed (removed, see Revelation 5:1; 6:1) from being
around the first of seven parts (equated with seven
evenings) of the scroll of life's outside (first side).
*******
Revelation 20:7 And when the THOUSAND YEARS are
EXPIRED {then the rolled-up seven-sealed last
scroll/scroll of life began to be unsealed and revealed},
SATAN {adversary/latter day Babylon/USA} shall be
LOOSED out of his PRISON {the prison of a lake of
fire/lava that covered the world. The unsealing and
revealing of the visions and oracles written on the scroll of
life's first side replay the things that happened in the last
generation, new heaven and new Earth, and the time of the

judgment},
Before the initial 1,000 years of the judgment began, all
the redeemed entered new Jerusalem's ensign and,
thereafter, the latter day dragon {USA and the union of
nations) was cast into a lake of fire, that covered the
world. This latter day Babylonian dragon (beast/kingdom)
in the lake of fire was the adversary (Satan) against the
people that proclaimed the everlasting gospel. At the end
of the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the last scroll
(that was rolled-up and sealed with seven seals) began to
be unsealed and revealed, which is equated with the time
when the latter day messenger began to reveal his new
message from the visions and oracles written beneath the
first seal of the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life. As the
last scroll (scroll of life) was being unsealed and revealed
in heaven (as revealed in Revelation 6:1), the revealing of
the scroll of life's written visions and oracles in heaven
during the judgment began to replay the things that
happened in the last generation from the time the latter
day messenger was revealing his new message from
beneath the scroll of life's first seal. At that time, the union
of nations of the latter day dragon (beast/kingdom) were
reliving their past lives, as all things that happened in the
world and universe during the last generation began to be
replayed. Accordingly the latter day dragon (the
Satan/adversary of those that proclaimed the everlasting
gospel) was loosed out of his prison (lake of fire) when

the last generation began to be replayed.
Isaiah 14:9 Hell {lake of fire} from beneath is moved for
thee to meet THEE {kingdom of latter day Babylon} at
thy COMING {at the unsealing/removing of the first pf
seven seals from around the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll
of life/last scroll to replay the time when the dragon/Satan
was living in the last generation at the time the latter day
messenger began to reveal his message from the visions
and oracles written beneath the first seal}: it stirreth up
the DEAD {the revealing of the visions and oracles below
the first seal of the scroll of life replay the time when the
nations that died in the lake of fire were living in the last
generation when the latter day messenger began to reveal
his message from the visions and oracles that are written
beneath the first seal} for THEE {latter day
Babylon/USA's ruling capital city and nation}, even all
the chief ones of the earth; it hath raised up from their
thrones all the kings of the nations {just as it was when
the the union of nations were united and ruling as the
sixth kingdom during the first reigning period of latter day
Babylon}.
*******
Revelation 20:8 And {latter day Babylon/USA was loosed
from the lake of fire to relive the life that it had from the
beginning of the last generation} shall go out to
DECEIVE the NATIONS {to unite three separate times

the union of nations that enforces the USA's ideals that it
envisions for the world's future on rogue nations} which
are in the four quarters of the EARTH {Earth/land of
spiritual Canaan}, GOG {kingdom of the dragon –
coalition – in spiritual Goshen of spiritual Egypt in the
south/Gog} and MAGOG {kingdom of the beast of latter
day Babylon in the north/Magog}, to gather {unite}
THEM {union of nations} together to BATTLE {the
replay of the battle of Armageddon between the latter day
Babylonian beast/dragon/kingdom and the risen
Abaddon/the Rock/swelled to heaven super volcano, full
of a lake of fire, happens at the massive explosion of the
swelled to heaven super volcano, as an immense river of
fire/lava descends from heaven to fight the battle of
Armageddon with a host of raining coals of fire and great
hailstones and many chariots of fire, as the union of
nations with their engineered weapons try to kill the
swelled to heaven super volcano when an immense river
of lava begins overflowing from its 40-mile wide mouth}:
the number of WHOM {rebellious people of the decieved
nations} is as the sand of the sea.
In the past type, Gog (floor) referred to the kingdom of
old Egypt in the south (floor), while Magog (ceiling)
referred to the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylon in
the north (ceiling). However, the southern kingdom of
Egypt did not give its strength to the kingdom of old
Babylon. Instead, the old Babylon city and nation united

all nations in the four corners of the land (Gog and
Magog) by force. No deception was employed by old
Babylon to unite the nations as one kingdom. This past
type is borrowed to construct written prophecy in the
Book of Revelation, except latter day Babylon (initially
the USA and its capital) deceives the nations with its
awesome military wonders (capabilities) to accept the
ideals that the USA envisions for the world's future. The
union of nations agree and unite to enforce the USA's
ideals on any non complying nation during the three
reigning periods of the latter day Babylonian beast
(kingdom/union of nations). However, the USA's vision
for the world's future blasphemes against the two
witnesses' visions and oracles written on the one like the
son of man (who represents the two witnesses' visions and
oracles mixed together, as blue and red create purple). The
written visions and oracles of the two witnesses (blue light
of the bright moon/star and red light of the morning
sun/star that mix together at the seventh day's dawning
sunlight) truthfully reveal how the world ends, just as they
witnessed it ending in the first timeline.
In our day, Gog (spiritual Egyptian dragon) represented
the nations that ruled as the fifth reigning kingdom during
the time latter day Elijah was revealing his message
through to the time the latter day messenger began to
reveal his message from the visions and oracles written
beneath the first seal of the scroll of life. From the time of

latter day Elijah's death, the coalition of nations reigning
as the number five kingdom became divided over
enforcing the USA's ideals on rogue nations. From that
time, the latter day spiritual Egyptian dragon
(kingdom/coalition of nations) was divided and no longer
reigning as the fifth kingdom. Thereafter the former
coalition of spiritual Gog (spiritual Egyptian dragon
kingdom of the south/Gog) was deceived by the USA's
leadership (being the false prophet that proclaimed his
false vision to the coalition of nations) to unite and
become the union (coalition) of nations ruling as latter day
Babylon (Magog/north) to enforce what the USA
envisions for the world on a rogue nation (Iraq). That time
represented latter day Babylon’s first reigning period as
the number six kingdom in spiritual Goshen in spiritual
Egypt. During that time, the latter day Elisha (messenger)
was revealing his message from the visions and oracles
written beneath the initial six seals of the last scroll (scroll
of life). At the end of latter day Babylon's first of three
reigning periods, the union of nations were no longer
united in enforcing the USA’s ideals on rogue nations.
When the USA's leadership (false prophet) in the USA's
ruling capital (false prophetess) healed its wound of
division among its leaders, it then deceived (as a false
prophet) the former coalition of nations of spiritual Gog
(fifth reigning kingdom as spiritual Egypt) and Magog
(sixth reigning kingdom as spiritual latter day Babylon)

that unite again and enforce what the USA envisions for
the world on a rogue nation (Libya). This is referred to as
latter day Babylon’s second reigning period as the number
seven kingdom, but in spiritual Canaan (see Daniel 8:25;
11:6). At the end of this second reigning period, the
leaderships of the union of nations became divided in
enforcing the USA’s ideals, that the USA envisions for the
world's future.
The wound of division will again heal when the USA's
leadership (third/final ruling false prophet) deceives the
same union of nations (that ruled as the fifth kingdom of
the south/Gog and as the sixth kingdom of the
north/Magog) to agree and unite again and rule as the
number eight kingdom (being the latter day Babylonian
beast’s third reigning period in spiritual Canaan), which
lasts for 1290 days. In that time, the union of nations will
enforce the USA’s ideals on any rogue nation for 1290
days. At the end of these 1290 days (when the sign of
Jonah also ends), the super volcano explodes momentarily
with a great earthquake. At this earthquake, the
resurrection happens for all the righteous and rebellious
people of all generations. The righteous people learn a
new song (everlasting gospel) during the 50 days of new
Pentecost, which begin at the end of the 1260 days that the
two witnesses are prophesying to many nations. Three and
a half days after the 1260 days (when the three and a half
days of the sign of Jonah end) is the latter day new time of

passover, being the new feast of unleavened bread. At the
beginning of the 50th evening of new Pentecost (being the
end of the latter day new feast of 7 weeks, that is equated
with the old feast of weeks in Deuteronomy 16:10), the
first group (12,000 apostles/priests) and second group
(144,000 disciples/elders) of redeemed receive the power
of the Holy Spirit so they can proclaim the everlasting
gospel to every nation, kindred, tongue, and people. After
seven months (that begin from the time of the new latter
day passover at the end of the sign of Jonah) is the new
Day of Atonement. The new Day of Atonement begins
when the super volcano explodes with a massive
earthquake-causing eruption, as smoke and ash erupt for
five months (five moons). During these five months, all
the apostles will be martyred. When they are killed, their
souls (ghosts) will rest beneath the golden altar of incense
(that represents the super volcano according to the first
witness' written visions and oracles that also wrote of the
last witness' visions and oracles). At the end of five
months (see Rev.9:5) when erupting smoke and ash have
ended (being equated with the time when the new Feast of
Tabernacles begins, Abaddon will have risen as a lake of
fire that filled the immense mouth of the swelled to
heaven super volcano. At that time, an intense light
(ensign/Shekinah glory) radiates from the immense 40mile wide mouth, full of a lake of fire. Also, new
Jerusalem will have manifested to surround the swelled to
heaven super volcano as a huge whirlwind of fire. Then all

the apostles (first group of redeemed that prophesied of
the everlasting gospel to the USA's rulers in the capital
city and nation) will resurrect to enter the ensign of new
Jerusalem. Thereafter, the disciples (second
group/144,000 of redeemed) and the guests (third
group/great multitude of redeemed) of the wedding begin
entering the ensign of new Jerusalem. All three groups of
redeemed will enter new Jerusalem's (being an immense
whirlwind/chariot of fire) ensign to be carried to the top
floor (sea of glass) of new Jerusalem before an immense
river of lava begins descending from the top of the
swelled to heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire.
Thereafter when all the redeemed have entered the ensign
of new Jerusalem, the swelled to heaven super volcano
(full of a lake of fire) explodes with a deafening sound of
thunder and a massive earthquake-causing eruption such
as never happened, as Abaddon/the Rock descends as in
immense river of fire from the top of the swelled to
heaven super volcano. From that time when the immense
river of lava descends rapidly from the top of the swelled
to heaven super volcano, raining coals of fire and great
hailstones with many whirlwinds of fire will be feasting
(during the new feast of Tabernacles) on the buildings and
infrastructure of the USA and, thereafter, on the buildings
and infrastructures of the latter day Babylonian beast
(kingdom).
The latter day dragon (union of nations) will have

deceived multitudes of people, that are as the sand of the
sea in number. These people accepted into their hand and
mind the latter day Babylonian beast's wine cup full of
wine/visions of what the beast (union of nations)
envisions for the world's future, which caused them to
reject the everlasting gospel and remain outside the ensign
of new Jerusalem. These unsaved people accepted the
USA's (false prophet's) vision of the world's future, that
the latter day dragon (Satan/adversary) of Babylon had
promoted and enforced with a quick punishment of death
for anyone trying to cause a division among the people
when the super volcano was erupting smoke and ash for
five months in the USA.
*******
Revelation 20:9 And THEY {nations of the unsaved
people of the world that did not enter the ensign of new
Jerusalem} WENT UP {went up to the swelled to heaven
super volcano when an immense whirlwind of fire
surrounded the swelled to heaven super volcano, full of a
lake of fire} on the breadth of the EARTH {Earth/land of
spiritual Canaan, in which is the USA/spiritual Judah},
and COMPASSED {referring to the nations of rebellious
people compassed/around} the CAMP {new
Jerusalem/huge whirlwind of fire that surrounds the high
mountain of the super volcano, full of a lake of fire} of
the SAINTS {first group of priests, second group of elders
and the great multitude of messengers (angels) that

entered the fiery ensign to be within new Jerusalem}
about, and the BELOVED CITY {new Jerusalem}: and
FIRE {immense river of lave} came DOWN from God
{risen Abaddon/the Rock, as replayed by the visions and
oracles of the one like the son of man/God} OUT OF
HEAVEN {out of the swelled to the sky/heaven super
volcano's immense 40-mile wide mouth}, and devoured
THEM {devoured the rebellious nations and unsaved
people that remained outside round about the camp/new
Jerusalem to instead war with the swelled to heaven super
volcano and be devoured by an overflowing and spreading
immense river of fire}.
All the saints (three groups of redeemed that are resaved/redeemed during each replay) will have entered the
intense light of the ensign emanating around and above
new Jerusalem. New Jerusalem represents a huge fiery
whirlwind, which is the camp of the redeemed (re-saved),
that entered the ensign. The rebellious people, that are as
the sand of the sea, rejected the everlasting gospel and
instead remained outside round about the camp of the
saints. At that time, the swelled to heaven super volcano
will be full of a lake of fire and surrounded by an
immense whirlwind of fire (new Jerusalem). The
rebellious will be around the immense whirlwind of fire
trying to implement their ideas and engineered devices in
an attempt to cause the immense whirlwind of fire and the
swelled to heaven super volcano (full of a lake of fire) to

die down. Instead, Abaddon's anger of a massive
explosion of the top of the swelled to heaven super
volcano causes a deafening sound of thunder and a great
earthquake such as never happened, as the lake of fire
descends as an immense river of fire as the risen
Abaddon/the Rock descends from heaven as an immense
lake of fire to devour the rebellious round about the camp
(new Jerusalem) of the saints (three groups of redeemed).
The lake of fire continually flows from the immense
mouth upon the high mountain of the super volcano to
spread throughout the world and devour the sea of
unsaved people. In the first timeline, the first death by a
lake of fire happened to the unsaved nations just before
the initial 1,000 years of the judgment began.
Ezekiel 38:14 Therefore, son of man, prophesy and say
unto Gog {latter day Babylon}, Thus saith the Lord God;
In that day when MY {one like the son of man equated
with the risen Abaddon/the Rock} PEOPLE {three groups
of redeemed} of {new} ISRAEL DWELLETH SAFELY {in
new Jerusalem}, shalt thou not know it?
38:15 And THOU {latter day Babylon} shalt come from
thy place out of the north parts {typified by old Babylon
in the north parts}, thou, and many {unsaved} people with
thee, all of them riding upon horses, a great company, and
a mighty army:
38:16 And thou shalt come up against MY {Abaddon's/the
Rock's} PEOPLE {three groups of redeemed within new

Jerusalem} of {new} Israel, as a cloud to cover the land;
it shall be in the LATTER DAYS, and I {swelled to heaven
super volcano full of a lake of fire and surrounded by an
immense whirlwind of fire} will bring thee against my
LAND {within the USA}, that the HEATHEN {unsaved}
may know ME {risen Abaddon.the Rock}, when I shall be
sanctified in thee, O Gog {latter day Babylon}, before
their eyes.
38:17 Thus saith the Lord God; Art thou HE {latter day
Babylon/USA} of whom I have spoken in old time by my
servants the prophets of {old} Israel, which prophesied in
those days many years that I would bring THEE {latter
day Babylon} against THEM {three groups of redeemed
within new Jerusalem}?
38:18 And it shall come to pass at the same time when
Gog {latter day Babylon/USA and union of nations} shall
come against the LAND {new Jerusalem} of {new}
Israel, saith the Lord God, that MY {Abaddon's/the
Rock's/super volcano's} fury shall come up in my FACE
{lake of fire}.
38:19 For in my jealousy and in the FIRE {lake of fire} of
MY {swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of
fire} WRATH {massive eruption} have I SPOKEN {with
an immense sound of thunder}, Surely in that DAY {great
and dreadful day of the Lord/Abaddon} there shall be a
GREAT SHAKING {caused by the massive explosion of
the swelled to heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire}

in the LAND {land of latter day spiritual Judah/USA
where the super volcano is situated} of Israel {latter day
spiritual Canaan};
38:20 So that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the
heaven, and the beasts of the field, and all creeping things
that creep upon the earth, and all the men that are upon
the face of the earth, shall shake at MY PRESENCE {at
the massive explosion of the swelled to heaven super
volcano, full of a lake of fire}, and the mountains shall be
THROWN DOWN {by the massive earthquake-causing
eruption such as never happened}, and the steep places
shall fall, and every wall shall fall to the ground.
38:21 And I {being Abaddon/the Rock after the swelled to
heaven super volcano's massive explosion when an
immense river of fire is descending and spreading through
the USA's land} will call for a SWORD {of anarchy}
against HIM {latter day Babylon/USA} throughout all my
MOUNTAINS {new land of latter day spiritual Isreal},
saith the Lord God {one like the son of man/two witnesses
combined}: every man's sword shall be against his
brother {during a terrible time of anarchy in the land}.
38:22 And I will plead against him with PESTILENCE
{plagues of anarchy and famine} and with BLOOD
{death}; and I will rain upon HIM {latter day
Babylon/USA}, and upon his BANDS {states}, and upon
the many {unsaved} people that are with HIM {USA}, an
overflowing rain {rain of great hailstones and ejected

coals of fire}, and great hailstones, fire {ejected coals of
fire}, and brimstone {rivers of lava/brimstone}.
38:23 Thus will I {Abaddon/the Rock} MAGNIFY {spread
as a lake of fire to cover the USA and world} myself, and
sanctify {remain purified/holy by the intense heat
radiating from the spreading lake of fire} MYSELF {being
the spreading lake of fire from the immense mouth of the
swelled to heaven super volcano}; and I will be known in
the eyes of many nations, and they shall know that I
{Abaddon/the Rock/super volcano} am the Lord {Lord of
lords}.
During the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the visions
and oracles written on each scroll's first side were revealed
to replay each past generation. At the end of the 1,000
years the visions and oracles written on the last scroll's
(scroll of life's) first side began to be revealed to replay
the things that happened in the last generation. Some time
after the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the scroll of
life's written visions and oracles then replayed the time of
the unsaved nations' death by a lake of fire, which was
their second death, being an exact replay of their first
death by a lake of fire that happened in the first timeline
of all generations.
*******
Revelation 20:10 And the DEVIL {false prophet/USA
and the latter day Babylonian beast/union of nations} that

DECEIVED THEM {nations, kindreds, tongues, and
people} was cast into the LAKE OF FIRE {being the
second death by the lake fiery lava, that flowed down
from the top of the swelled to heaven super volcano
within the USA} and BRIMSTONE {molten rock/lava},
where {in the previous replay of the first death by a lake
of fire} the BEAST {lava covered kingdom of latter day
Babylon} and the FALSE PROPHET {lava covered
USA} ARE {where the USA and the beast/kingdom of the
union of nations ended up in the first time line}, and shall
be tormented DAY {according to the last witness'/spiritual
bright morning sun’s light/visions written on the first
small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's other
side} and NIGHT {according to the first witness'/spiritual
bright moon’s light/visions written on the last small part of
the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side} forever
and ever {revealing that the lake of fire covering the land
of the false prophet (USA) and beast (latter day Babylon's
kingdom) burns forever and ever}.
The USA (being the false prophet that is of the latter day
Babylonian beast/kingdom) and the latter day Babylonian
beast (kingdom of the union of nations) tempted (as the
devil) nations, kindreds, tongues, and people with the
vision the devil (USA and the latter day Babylonian
beast/kingdom) was promoting and enforcing.
Accordingly, nations, kindreds, tongues, and people were
deceived into accepting latter day Babylon's vision for the

world's future instead of accepting the everlasting gospel,
which proclaimed the written visions and oracles of the
two witnesses regarding the world's future.
Some time after the initial 1,000 years of the judgment
when the scroll of life's visions and oracles replayed the
time when the lake of fire spread to cover the world, the
devil (representing the tempting false prophet/USA with
the latter day Babylonian beast/kingdom) was cast into the
lake of fire being the second death), just as the beast
(kingdom of latter day Babylon) and false prophet (USA)
were cast into the lake of fire (being the first death that
happened during the first timeline) just before the initial
1,000 years of the judgment began. The false prophet
(USA) and the latter day Babylonian beast (kingdom) are
already in the lake of fire that covered the world. When
the overflowing and spreading lake of fire was replayed
some time after the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the
devil (being the USA and beast/kingdom) ended up in the
same place that the devil ended up in the first timeline. In
the present replay of the last generation that we are
presently reliving, the devil will again end up in the lake
of fire with all the unsaved nations, kindreds, tongues, and
people. The false prophet (USA and latter day Babylonian
beast) had tempted (as a devil) and deceived them to
accept what he envisioned for the world's future. The
tormenting lake of fire that the false prophet (USA) and
beast (kingdom of latter day Babylon) were cast into lasts

forever and ever, which means there is no respite from that
everlasting death in the lake of fire.
Isaiah 34:1 Come near, ye {unsaved} nations, to HEAR
{the immense sound of thunder of the massive explosion
of the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of
fire}; and hearken, ye people: let the earth hear, and all
that is therein; the world, and all things that come forth of
it.
34:2 For the indignation of the Lord {one like the son of
man's visions and oracles revealing the time when the
massive earthquake-causing eruption of Abaddon/the
Rock happens} is upon all nations, and his fury upon all
their armies: HE {the risen Abaddon/the Rock that moved
through the USA and world as rivers of lava} hath utterly
destroyed them, he hath delivered them to the slaughter.
34:3 Their slain also shall be cast out, and their stink
shall come up out of their carcases, and the mountains
shall be melted with their BLOOD {because the unsaved
nations and people are the fuel of the rivers of fire} .
34:4 And all the HOST {tall buildings} of HEAVEN {sky}
shall be DISSOLVED {in the spreading lake of fire}, and
the HEAVENS {skies} SHALL BE ROLLED TOGETHER
AS A SCROLL {because of the tremendous heat of the
spreading lake of fire that evaporated the moisture of
clouds and atmospheres, stopping rain fall}: and all their
HOST {tall buildings} shall fall down, as the leaf falleth

off from the vine, and as a falling fig from the fig tree.
34:5 For MY {risen Abaddon's/the Rock's/super
volcano's} SWORD {being the swelled to heaven super
volcano's massive earthquake-causing eruption such as
never happened that causes the lake of fire in the swelled
to heaven super volcano yo overflow} shall be BATHED
IN HEAVEN {with the blood/death of tall buildings that
reach to heaven/sky and fell to the Earth and were covered
by the spreading lake of fire,}: behold, IT {the massive
earthquake such as never happened} shall come DOWN
{from the top of the immense 40-mile wide exploded
mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano in the USA
and travel throughout the land, followed by an immense
river of fire that separates into many rivers of lava} upon
Idumea {latter day new Idumea, which is outside the
USA/spiritual Judah in spiritual Canaan/Israel}, and upon
the {unsaved} people of my curse, to judgment.
34:6 The SWORD of the Lord {risen/Abaddon/the Rock}
is filled with BLOOD {death}, it is made fat with fatness,
and with the blood of LAMBS AND GOATS {referring to
cities and towns}, with the fat of the kidneys of rams: for
the Lord {Abaddon/the Rock/super volcano} hath a
sacrifice {burnt sacrifice by a spreading lake of fire} in
Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the land of Idumea.
23:7 And the UNICORNS {huge buildings that reach to
the sky like horns} shall COME DOWN with them, and
the BULLOCKS WITH THE BULLS {strong

tribes/states}; and their land shall be soaked with BLOOD
{death by a lake of fire}, and their dust made fat with
fatness.
34:8 For it is the day of the Lord's {Abaddon/the
Rock's/super volcano's vengeance as replayed by the on
the one like the son of man}, and the year of recompences
for the controversy of ZION {new mount Zion/super
volcano within new Jerusalem/immense whirlwind of
fire}.
34:9 And the STREAMS {of water} thereof shall be turned
into PITCH {fuel for the spreading lake of fire}, and the
dust thereof into BRIMSTONE {lava}, and the land
thereof shall BECOME BURNING PITCH {becomes
burning fuel of the spreading lake of lava}.
34:10 IT {spreading lake of lava} shall not be quenched
night nor day; the smoke thereof shall go up FOR EVER:
from generation to generation it shall lie waste; none
shall pass through it for EVER AND EVER.
*******
Revelation 20:11 And I saw a GREAT WHITE
THRONE {the great white throne of intense light now
covers the world because the lake of fire, radiating an
intense light, has covered the world}, and HIM
{Abaddon/the Rock/super volcano} that sat on IT {the
reigning great white throne of intense light covering the

world}, from whose FACE {of the lake of fire/lava} the
EARTH {land} and the HEAVEN {Earth’s atmosphere}
FLED AWAY {no longer exist}; and there was found NO
PLACE {in the lava covered world that consumed the
destroyed the kingdom of latter day Babylon} for THEM
{unsaved nations, kindreds, tongues, and people}.
The great white throne refers to the intense white light
emanating from the lake of fire that has covered the world.
At that time when the lake of lava covered the whole
world, Abaddon/the Rock (swelled to heaven super
volcano) is sitting and reigning on his great white throne
of intense over the dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon.
The lake of fire covering the world is the face of
Abaddon/the Rock. From this face of a lake of fire, the
world's land (Earth) and atmosphere (heaven) no longer
exist (flee away). At that time, there was no place in the
world that was not covered by the lake of fire for the
unsaved nations, kindreds, tongues and people to exist.
The replayed lake of fire is the second death, that was
replayed for the first time some time after the initial 1,000
years of the judgment by the written visions and oracles of
the one like the son of man. At that time, the scroll of life's
visions and oracles replayed the time when the world was
covered by a lake of fire, which is a replay of the first
death by a lake of fire that happened before the initial

1,000 years of the judgment had begun.
Nahum 1:5 The mountains QUAKE {because of the
massive earthquake-causing eruption such as never
happened} at HIM {Abaddon the Rock/super volcano},
and the HILLS MELT {by the spreading lake of fire}, and
the EARTH {all lands} is BURNED {by the spreading lake
of fire} at HIS {Abaddon's/the Rock's} presence, yea,
THE WORLD, and ALL {the unsaved} THAT DWELL
THEREIN {everything in the world was burned by the
spreading lake of fire in the first timeline, just as it will
happen in the present replay of the last generation, that we
are reliving}.
*******
Revelation 20:12 And I SAW {after the lake of fire
covered the world when the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment began} the DEAD, SMALL and GREAT ,
STAND {all unsaved dead people that ended up in the
lake of fire standing outside round about new Jerusalem as
spirits/ghosts} before GOD {one like the son of man};
and the BOOKS {being the books/scrolls containing the
written visions and oracles that replay the things that
happened in all past generations} were opened {opened
during the initial 1,000 years of the judgment}: and
another {last} BOOK {last scroll/scroll of life} was
OPENED {at the end of the initial 1,000 years of
judgment}, which is the BOOK {scroll} OF LIFE {the

scroll of life contains the written visions and oracles that
replay the things that happened in the last generation, the
wold being covered in a lake of fire, the new heaven and
new Earth, and the time of the judgment}: and the DEAD
{referring to all the rebellious dead of all generations
manifesting as spirits/ghosts to view the opening of all the
scrolls} were judged out of those things which were
WRITTEN in the BOOKS {on each book/scroll is
recorded the things that happened in each generation},
according to their WORKS {the part the rebellious people
played in life while they were alive, as written on a scroll
that recorded the things that happened in their
generation}.
The world being covered by a lake of fire sometime after
the initial 1,000 years of the judgment is a replay of when
the lake of fire covered the world just before the initial
1,000 years of the judgment began. Accordingly, when it
mentions the rebellious dead (who ended up in the lake of
fire that covered the world) standing as spirits (ghosts)
before God (one like the son of man) some time after the
the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, it is a replay of
when the same rebellious dead stood before God at the
beginning of the initial 1,000 years of the judgment. The
dead are judged from the things that are written in all the
books (scrolls), that are revealed over and over and over
by the one like the son of man (bright star/moon/first
witness/God the father/visions and oracles written on the

last small part mixed with the bright morning star/sun/last
witness/God's son/visions and oracles written on the last
small part). The works of the rebellious dead that they had
done in each generation are written on each scroll. The
last scroll (scroll of life) had witnessed what the rebellious
dead had done in the last generation. The visions and
oracles written on each scroll and scroll of life reveal the
works of the dead, which caused them to end up in the
lake of fire. The scroll of life's written visions and oracles
reveal the works of the dead, that kept them from
believing the everlasting gospel and entering the ensign of
new Jerusalem to escape the death that ends in a lake of
fire.
Everything that was and is happening and being revealed
during the judgment were and are being written by
Michael (first witness/God the father) on the last small
part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side. At
the same time, Gabriel {last witness/son of God) writes
everything that was and is happening on the first small
part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's other side.
Some time after the initial 1,000 years of the judgment,
the visions and oracles written on the last small part (first
witness, that is equated with the bright moon at the ending
of the seventh spiritual evening) of the seventh part of the
scroll of life's first side began to be revealed with the
visions and oracles written on the first small part (last
witness, that is equated with the bright morning sun at the

beginning/dawn of the seventh day's daylight) of the
seventh part of the scroll of life's other side. The visions
and oracles written on the last small part (first witness)
and first small part mixed together are referred to as the
one like the son of man. All the works that adult males did
in the last generation are written on the scroll of life's first
side. From the time Abaddon had risen from the
bottomless pit as a swelled to heaven super volcano (full
of a lake of fire) then all things happening from that time
were being written as visions and oracles on the last small
part (first witness) and first small part (last witness). These
visions and oracles written on the last small part and first
small part began to be revealed some time after the initial
1,000 years of the judgment after all the other visions and
oracles written on the scroll of life's first side (that is
divided into seven spiritual evenings) were revealed to
replay all things that happened to the time when Abaddon
had risen as a swelled to heaven super volcano full of a
lake of fire. Then when the visions and oracles written on
the last small part and first small part began being
revealed during the judgment, these visions and oracles
then replayed the things that happened from the time
Abaddon had risen as a super volcano full of a lake of fire,
the redeemed entering into the ensign of new Jerusalem,
the massive earthquake-causing eruption such as never
happened, rivers of fire moving throughout the world, the
world ending in a lake of fire, the new heaven and Earth
beginning, the initial 1,000 years when all the scrolls were

opened to replay all past generations, and at the end of the
1,000 years the last scroll (scroll of life) began to be
opened to replay the things that happened in the last
generation and on.
*******
Revelation 20:13 And the SEA {after the world is covered
by a lake of lava, it thereafter becomes covered in a sea of
water except in the USA, where the swelled to heaven
super volcano is still full of a lake of fire} gave up the
dead which were in it; and DEATH {death of the unsaved
nations and people} and HELL {lake of fire still burning
in the lava-covered USA} DELIVERED UP {when the
first generation/Genesis began to be replayed through to
the last generation and on} the DEAD {unsaved dead
people in the USA covered by the lake of fire} which
were in them: and they were JUDGED {be the visions
and oracles written on each scroll's first side, that replayed
each generation} every man according to their WORKS
{the works they chose to do as witnessed and written on
each scroll's first side. The works of the unsaved caused
them to be outside new Jerusalem}.
The opening of the first book (scroll) during the judgment
replays the time when the first generation of Genesis had
begun. At that time when the first generation begun, the
world was covered in darkness and by a sea of waters.
Only the USA was still covered by a lake of fire. The light

of that lake of fire was the morning of the first day of
Genesis.
Genesis 1:2 And the EARTH {land} was without form,
and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep
{deep sea covering the land}. And the Spirit of God {one
like the son of man} moved upon the face of the waters.
Jeremiah 4:23 I {Jeremiah, who is being shown the
replay of the beginning of Genesis when the first
book/scroll was opened} beheld the EARTH {land}, and,
lo, it was without form, and void; and the heavens, and
they had no light.
Genesis 1:28 And God blessed them {Adam and Eve},
and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
REPLENISH {replenish/refill the Earth just as they had
done in the previous replay of the first generation} the
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of
the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living
thing that moveth upon the earth.
Isaiah 14:18 All the kings of the nations, even all of them,
LIE {dead} in glory, every one in his own house {as their
land becomes covered by a sea of waters instead of a lake
of fire}.
14:19 But THOU {land of the USA/false prophet} art cast
out of thy grave {to be continually tormented by the lake

of fire erupting from swelled to heaven super volcano}
like an abominable branch, and as the raiment of those
that are slain, thrust through with a sword, that go down
to the stones of the pit; as a carcase trodden under feet.
14:20 THOU {land of the USA} shalt not be joined with
THEM {all other lands of unsaved nations} in BURIAL
{the lands of other nations no longer being tormented by
the lake of fire that covered them, but are instead covered
by the waters mentioned in Genesis}, because thou hast
destroyed thy land, and SLAIN THY PEOPLE {with the
ideals that the USA/false prophet envisioned for the
world's future, causing the unsaved deceived people to end
up in a lake of fire}: the seed of evildoers shall never be
renowned.
After the visions and oracles written on the first scroll's
first side began to be revealed during the judgment,the
visions and oracles began to replay the first generation
(Genesis), then the visions and oracles written on the other
scrolls' first side were consecutively revealed to replay the
following generations through to the last generation. The
revealing of the visions and oracles written on the last
scroll's (scroll of life's) first side during the judgment
replayed the things that happened in the last generation.
The visions and oracles written on the scroll of life's first
side also replay how the last generation ended in a lake of
fire, that covered the world. When each scroll is replaying
what happened in each generation, the rebellious dead that
ended up in the lake of fire are standing during the

judgment as spirits (ghosts) to view the decisions they
chose to follow, that kept them from accepting the
everlasting gospel and entering the ensign to escape death
by a lake of fire.
*******
Revelation 20:14 And DEATH {the replayed death of the
all the unsaved nations and people} and HELL {replay of
the hell fire/lake of fire that covered the world} were
CAST into the LAKE OF FIRE {lake of fire of the first
death, that happened in the first timeline just before the
initial 1,000 years of the judgment began}. This is the
SECOND DEATH {the second death, that happened some
time after the initial 1,000 years, is an exact replay of the
first death in a lake of fire that happened just before the
initial 1,000 years of the judgment began}.
The first timeline of all generations ended when the world
was covered by a lake of fire. Then during the initial 1,000
years of the judgment, each scroll's first side was revealed
to replay each generation. At the end of the 1,000 years of
the judgment, the last scroll's (scroll of life's) first side
was revealed to replay the last generation. Some time after
the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the scroll of life's
visions and oracles written on its last small part (bright
moon/first witness) and first small part (morning sun/last
witness) began to be revealed to replay all things that
happened from the time Abaddon/the Rock had risen as a

swelled to heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire, and
all the redeemed entering the ensign of new Jerusalem, the
world ending in a lake of fire (second death), the new
heaven and new Earth, the replay of the initial 1,000 years
of the judgment when each scroll was revealed, the replay
of the time when the last scroll (scroll of life) began to be
revealed to replay the last generation, and the replay of the
time when the visions and oracles written on last small
part and first small part began to be revealed and on.
Accordingly the second death of the re-living dead (that
died in the first death in the first timeline) is an exact
replay of the hell fire (lake of fire) they were already cast
into during their first death, as written in Revelation
20:14.
*******
Revelation 20:15 And WHOSOEVER was NOT FOUND
WRITTEN {as playing a living part} in the BOOK
{scroll} OF LIFE {in which is still written the three
groups of redeemed that entered alive into new Jerusalem
to be living in the new heaven and new Earth} was cast
into the LAKE OF FIRE {the lake of fire that overflowed
and spread from the swelled to heaven super volcano and
cover the world}.
The unsaved nations and people are the ones that rejected
the everlasting gospel and did not enter the ensign to be
within new Jerusalem to not end up in the lake of fire.

From the time the unsaved nations and people had died
and ended up in the lake of fire, they were no longer
written on the scroll of life because they no longer had a
living part in life. Written on the scroll of life are the
things that already happened in the last generation, the
things that are happening in the new heaven and new
Earth, and the things that are happening during the
judgment. Since the rebellious people were already blotted
out of the scroll of life when they ended up in the lake of
fire in the first timeline just before the initial 1,000 years
of the judgment began, they were again cast into the lake
of fire when it was replayed some time after the initial
1,000 years of the judgment.
On the scroll of life are written the three groups of
redeemed entering the ensign while alive to be within new
Jerusalem to escape death by the lake of fire, that covered
the world. The scroll of life's written visions and oracles
had also witnessed the three groups of redeemed living in
the new heaven and new Earth after the old heaven and
old Earth ended in a lake of fire. At the same time when
the old world became covered by a lake of fire, the three
groups of redeemed were standing as spirits (ghosts)
within new Jerusalem in front of the throne of God (sone
like the son of man) from the beginning of the initial
1,000 years of the judgment.

